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“Islands only produce a greater or less number of species, as their circumference is 

more or less extensive.” 

J.R. Forster, 1778, Chapter V, p. 169. 
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SUMMARY 
 

 
 

The island species-area relationship (ISAR), that is, the increase in the number of species              

with increasing island size, is one of the most well known patterns in biogeography. The               

ISAR emerged as a key component in the development of theories on insular biogeography              

and has become a common focus of habitat fragmentation research. Understanding and            

predicting how species respond to changes in island/habitat size is critical in the realm of               

conservation as reduction in habitat area is one of the key drivers of species extinctions.               

Despite its importance in the context of conservation and habitat loss, there is a lack of                

consensus on how to measure the ISAR, as well as some ambiguity surrounding the              

mechanisms that shape it. One of the primary reasons for the uncertainty surrounding both              

the shape and underlying mechanisms of the ISAR is that data are not consistent or               

comparable within and across studies. The overall aim of this dissertation is to provide a               

deeper understanding of the ISAR using a framework that uses a scale-explicit approach to              

understand and disentangle the possible mechanisms underlying ISAR relationships in          

natural and fragmented island ecosystems. The chapters throughout this dissertation provide           

various tests of this framework across various systems such as: lakes, oceanic islands and              

other island-like habitats, and finally provides a synthesis of the mechanisms underlying the             

ISAR (Chapter 5). 

 

In Chapter 2, I introduce a framework to dissect ecological mechanisms underlying the             

island species-area relationship. Here, the framework is tested using case studies from            

different types of islands (oceanic, glades and fragments) across different taxa. The main             

results suggest that plants in fragmented habitats are most likely influenced by random             

sampling effects, while the ISARs of grasshoppers in glades and lizards on oceanic islands              
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tend to be driven by non-random mechanisms. When comparing diversity measures at the             

local scale, I additionally find that rare lizard species are disproportionately favoured on             

larger islands in the  Andaman Islands. 

 

In Chapter 3, using lakes as islands, I assemble published datasets of zooplankton             

abundance at the local and whole-lake level across North American and European lakes and              

use the framework presented in Chapter 2 to disentangle the hypotheses. Results from this              

chapter show that random sampling effects are most probably driving the SAR of             

zooplankton in both North American and European lakes. Further, I was able to reject habitat               

heterogeneity hypothesis when analyzing a subset of lakes where multiple samples across            

the lakes were pooled. 

 

In Chapter 4, I provide another test of the framework (Chapter 2) to try and disentangle the                 

mechanisms underlying the ISARs of four taxa : birds, butterflies, frogs and lizards in the               

same archipelago, the Andaman and Nicobar islands. The main findings from this chapter             

show that the ISARs of all four taxa are influenced by non-random mechanisms and              

therefore emphasize the importance of larger islands as sources of rare species.  

 

Finally, in Chapter 5, I present a synthesis of the mechanisms underlying the ISAR, where I                

gathered 35 relative abundance datasets across a variety of taxa on different types of              

islands and used the methods from Chapter 2 to specifically examine the mechanisms             

underlying the ISARs. The synthesis reveals that random sampling effects are driving the             

ISARs of most studies, suggesting that there is no difference between a large and small               

island other than larger islands passively sample more individuals of the regional species             

pool and therefore more species than smaller islands. 
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CHAPTER 1
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 

1.1 The species-area relationship (SAR) 

 

The relationship between the area sampled and the number of species in that area - the                

species-area relationship - is one of the oldest laws in ecology (Arrhenius 1921, Lawton              

1999, Lomolino 2000, Drakare et al. 2006). The species-area relationship (SAR) shows a             

non-linear increase in species richness as sampling area increases. This observation seems            

to have first occurred in the late eighteenth century and slowly taken hold in the nineteenth                

century. The SAR was first quantified by (Watson 1835) - through quantification of the              

geographical distribution of British plants - who later made the first plot relating species              

number with area (Watson 1859). We now refer to this as the species-area curve.  

 

The species-area relationship (SAR) is mathematically described by a power curve equation            

(Arrhenius 1920, 1921): 

 cA   S =  z   

 

Where S is the number of species, A is the area and c and z are constants. Constant c                   

describes the number of species in one unit of area, while constant z is the rate of change in                   

the number of species with increasing area (Tjørve and Tjørve 2008). 

 

 

In practice, however, this equation is often log-transformed in order to obtain a linear              

relationship: 
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og S zlogA log c     l =  +   

 

Where z is the slope of the relationship and c is the y-intercept.  

1.2 The island species-area relationship (ISAR) 

 

The species-area relationship has been a fundamental underlying feature in the           

development of many ecological theories (e.g., MacArthur & Wilson 1963, 1967, Hanski and             

Gyllenberg 1997, Harte et al. 1999, Hubbell 2001). The SAR can take on many forms,               

depicting distinct patterns and processes (Scheiner et al. 2001, Scheiner 2003). In fact,             

Scheiner (2003) described 6 types of the SAR curves: Nested (Type I), contiguous (Type IIA,               

IIB), non-contiguous (Type IIIA, IIIB) and island (Type IV). 

 

In this dissertation I focus on the Type IV curve, the island species-area relationship (ISAR),               

which describes how the total number of species changes as a function of island size. Like                

other types of SARs, the ISAR is generally positive (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Connor              

and McCoy 1979, Watling and Donnelly 2006, Triantis et al. 2012). However, varying             

relationships between species number and island area have also been observed, including            

no influence of area on species richness or even negative relationships (Watling and             

Donnelly 2006, Baldi 2008, Hatteland et al. 2008, Nentwig et al. 2019).  

1.3 Conservation and habitat fragmentation 

 

MacArthur and Wilson’s (1963, 1967) Theory of Island Biogeography (TIB) describes           

species patterns on islands as being a function of two main factors: island area and isolation,                

where a larger, less isolated island is more likely to have a higher total number of species                 

than a smaller, more isolated island. This theory also inspired the Single Large or Several               

Small (SLOSS) debate, i.e., whether a single large reserve will conserve more species than              

several small reserves, and was subsequently used in the design of natural reserves             

(Diamond 1975). However, the SLOSS debate remains unresolved as it was difficult to             

reduce it to one general conservation strategy as species differ in many aspects (e.g.,              

dispersal ability, habitat dependency, resilience, etc.), all of which define how susceptible is             

a species is to extinction (e,g., Gilpin and Diamond 1980, Simberloff and Abele 1982,              

Harrison and Bruna 1999, Fahrig 2017). The TIB has not only served as a key piece of the                  

puzzle in understanding the processes that drive species distribution patterns in insular            
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biogeography, but has even transcended habitat fragmentation research, being used as a            

cornerstone for the design of many conservation interventions (Laurance 2008). Indeed,           

islands have been studied as model systems as they provide comparatively small areas of              

land that are geographically distinct and isolated from other areas (Warren et al. 2015). In               

contexts where species endangerment and biodiversity decline is mainly driven by habitat            

loss and fragmentation (Pimm et al. 1995, Wilcove et al. 1998, Dirzo and Raven 2003,               

Pereira et al. 2012), understanding how specific mechanisms shape the ISAR can aid in              

effectively protecting species from extinction.  

1.4 Mechanisms underlying the ISAR 

 

Despite being one of the most well-known patterns in biogeography, there is a lack of               

consensus concerning the mechanisms underlying the ISAR, across different taxa,          

environmental conditions and spatial scales (Whittaker and Fernandez-Palacios 2007).         

Connor and McCoy (1979) outlined three main mechanisms underlying the island           

species-area relationship: 

 

1) Passive sampling or random sampling effects (also called the ‘more individuals           

hypothesis’): This is the simplest mechanism of the ISAR where larger islands tend to              

passively sample more individuals and therefore have a higher likelihood of sampling            

more species from the regional pool than smaller islands (Connor and McCoy 1979).             

Here, the increase in species number with island size is merely due to a              

non-biological, random sampling phenomenon and is not influenced by biological          

factors such as habitat characteristics or population dynamics. Indeed, the passive           

sampling hypothesis is often considered as a null model when testing for ISARs (Hill              

et al. 1994). Coleman (1981) provided an analytical approach to evaluate this null             

model, which he called the “random placement model” and subsequently tested it            

with bird abundances on islands in a lake (Coleman 1982). 

2) Disproportionate effects: These were referred to as ‘area per se’ in Connor and             

McCoy (1979), but in the intervening years, the term has become confused in the              

literature. Disproportionate effects emerge where the number of individuals and          

species are expected to increase disproportionately with island size, in contrast to the             

proportional increase observed with passive sampling. In the case of disproportionate           

effects, one would expect an increase in species number as island size increases in              

a given, fixed sampling area (in the absence of heterogeneity). Here, it is possible              
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that more species are able to persist on larger islands than smaller islands due to               

colonization-extinction dynamics as described by MacArthur and Wilson’s equilibrium         

theory of island biogeography, where larger islands are able to sustain larger            

populations (due to lower extinction rates) and therefore more species than smaller            

islands. Other population-level processes, as Allee-effects or demographic        

stochasticity, are more likely to affect smaller rather than larger islands (e.g., Hanski             

and Gyllenberg 1993, Orrock and Wattling 2010), thus contributing to lower diversity            

on smaller islands. 

3) Habitat heterogeneity: The habitat diversity hypothesis (Williams 1964) describes         

an increase in the number of habitats with island size, thus resulting in the increase               

of species number with island size. Larger islands tend to include more habitat types              

(e.g. mountains, rivers and forests), and therefore more species that can specialize in             

these habitats than smaller islands with fewer habitats. Moreover, heterogeneity          

effects can occur through compositional heterogeneity due to dispersal limitation,          

where species movement can be hindered by a number of spatial mechanisms            

(Condit et al. 2002, Leibold and Chase 2017). Here, larger islands are expected to              

have higher levels of dispersal limitation therefore providing a greater likelihood for            

individuals of the same species to aggregate, leading to greater heterogeneity in            

species compositions.  

 

Although these mechanisms have been described as separate hypotheses above, they are            

not mutually exclusive. For instance, island size and heterogeneity are often correlated, and             

together can sometimes better explain variability in species patterns across islands (Ricklefs            

and Lovette 1999, Davidar et al. 2001, Triantis et al. 2003, Kadmon and Allouche 2007),               

thus making it challenging to separate these two hypotheses. The relative importance of             

disproportionate effects versus heterogeneity has been explored throughout numerous         

studies (Nilsson et al. 1988, Ricklefs & Lovette 1999, Davidar et al. 2001, Triantis et al.                

2003, Allouche et al. 2012), with no general trend as results tend to differ between               

taxonomic groups due to varying dispersal abilities and habitat requirements. Although larger            

islands commonly have higher levels of habitat heterogeneity (Kohn and Walsh 1994, Hortal             

et al 2009), there are many cases where island size and heterogeneity do not covary               

positively, i.e., when smaller islands have higher habitat heterogeneity than larger islands,            

and therefore more species (Baldi 2008, Hatteland et al. 2008, Nentwig et al. 2019). Another               

possible explanation for the lack of a positive species-area relationship in some studies             

could be the “small island effect” (SIE) (Lomolino 2000). The SIE predicts that stochastic              
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disturbance events, unrelated to area-dependent island properties, drive patterns of species           

densities and richness on small islands. For example, in a study evaluating patterns of              

invertebrate density on small lake islands in Sweden, Jonsson et al. (2009) found that larger               

islands had higher levels of disturbance compared to smaller islands as they were more              

likely to be struck by lightning and therefore more susceptible to fire (Wardle et al. 1997,                

2003b). As a result, invertebrate density and richness were higher in smaller rather than              

larger islands. 

 

Despite the ISAR’s importance in the context of island biogeography and conservation, there             

remains a great deal of ambiguity surrounding the ISAR and the processes that shape it               

(Scheiner et al. 2011). The main reason behind this uncertainty is heterogeneous sampling             

methods across studies. For instance, ISAR theories, such as the theory of island             

biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1967), were specifically developed to describe          

changes in total species richness of islands with increasing island size. Although a few              

studies actually measure total species richness on islands (derived from species lists) to             

quantify the ISAR (Triantis et al. 2012, Matthews et al. 2014, 2016), many others actually               

consider the relationship between island size and the number of species in a fixed sampling               

area to be an accurate quantification of the ISAR. Failure to recognize these differences can               

lead to improper conclusions about what is actually driving species patterns in islands, as              

different studies are not measuring the same thing. Here, we tackle this problem by adopting               

a scale-explicit approach to the ISAR that accounts for sampling effort through the means of               

individual-based rarefaction. 

1.5 Individual-based rarefaction curves and the ISAR  

 

In general, the more individuals are randomly drawn from an area, the more species we               

encounter. This is known as the species accumulation curve - the curve grows rapidly at first                

as the more common species are encountered before reaching a saturation point when all              

the species in a community have been sampled. The shape of this curve depends on the                

total number of species as well as the relative abundances of species in an assemblage.               

The more even the species abundance distribution, the more rapidly this curve will rise. In               

contrast, if the species abundance distribution is highly uneven (i.e., with a few common              

species and many rare ones), the curve will rise more slowly. Individual-based rarefaction is              

a method to standardize species richness that accounts for this nonlinear scaling            

relationship (Gotelli & Colwell, 2001). Here, the expected number of species is computed for              
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a common number of individuals, n (i.e., n individuals are randomly drawn from each              

island)(Figure 1A).  

 

The majority of ISAR studies – including those concerning habitat fragmentation – use the              

total number of species recorded on islands or island-like habitat as the principal measure of               

biodiversity. However, a focus on total richness may be inadequate as it ignores the fact that                

biodiversity is multidimensional and scale-dependent. Therefore, throughout this        

dissertation, I will not only look at classic log-log island species-area relationships (Figure             

1B), which focuses merely on the total number of species encountered per area, but I will                

also focus on metrics derived from individual-based rarefaction curves at multiple spatial            

scales. This will allow meaningful comparisons of metrics of biodiversity based on equivalent             

numbers of individuals (Gotelli and Colwell 2001). These individual-based rarefaction          

methods account for the sampling bias by adjusting or controlling for differences in the              

number of individuals (i.e, rarefaction). Using these methods could therefore allow us to             

more explicitly separate the mechanisms underlying the island species-area relationship.  

 

Figure 1. A) Individual-based rarefaction curve where a and b are the expected number of               

species for n randomly drawn number of individuals respectively. B) The island species-area             

relationship on a log-log scale, where the total species richness of the small and large islands                

are c and d respectively.   
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1.6 Objectives of the dissertation 

 

Although island species-area relationship (ISAR) is of central importance for biodiversity           

conservation, specifically in the context of habitat loss and fragmentation, there remains an             

uncertainty surrounding the processes that shape it, thus rendering the ISAR difficult to             

synthesize. The overarching aim of this dissertation is to provide a better understanding of              

the ISAR by means of a framework to disentangle the main mechanisms underlying the              

ISAR (Chapter 2) as well as a test of this framework by applying it to many different case                  

studies across a variety of island-like systems and taxa. Chapter 2 was published as :               

Chase, J. M., L. Gooriah, F. May, W. A. Ryberg, M. S. Schuler, D. Craven, and T. M. Knight.                   

2019. A framework for disentangling ecological mechanisms underlying the island          

species–area relationship. Frontiers of Biogeography 11. 

 

In Chapter 3, lakes are considered as islands. In this chapter, datasets on zooplankton              

abundance from European and North American lakes were collated from the literature and             

online data portals. To determine which mechanism was driving the ISAR in European and              

North American lakes, I compared standardized estimates of diversity (derived from           

sample-level data) across lake size. I further tested a subset of lakes that were sampled at                

multiple stations in order to test for heterogeneity effects. Chapter 3 was published as :               

Gooriah, L., J. M. Chase 2019. Sampling effects drive the species-area relationship in lake              

zooplankton. Oikos. https://doi.org/10.1111/oik.06057 

 

Chapter 4 focuses on a specific archipelago - The Andaman and Nicobar islands - where               

abundance-level data were available for four taxa : birds, butterflies, frogs and lizards. With              

additional data at the local scale, I was able to explore whether disproportionate effects or               

habitat heterogeneity were driving frog and lizard ISARs.  

The work presented in Chapter 4 (Gooriah, L., P. Davidar and J. M. Chase 2019.               

Species-Area Relationships in the Andaman and Nicobar archipelago emerge because rarer           

species are disproportionately favored on larger islands) has been submitted to Ecology and             

Evolution and is currently in review. 
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Chapter 5, provides a synthesis of the ISAR using the framework developed in chapter 2.               

Here, I examine the variation in the ISARs of taxa across 35 studies on a variety of natural                  

islands (true islands, atolls, forest islands and lake islands). The work presented in this              

chapter (Gooriah, L., S. A. Blowes, J. Schrader, D. N. Karger, H. Kreft, J. M. Chase 2019.                 

Synthesis of the mechanisms underlying the Island Species-Area Relationship) is currently           

in preparation for submission to Ecography.  

 

And finally Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings of this dissertation and provides             

recommendations for future research. 
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Island species-area relationships in the Andaman and Nicobar archipelago emerge 
because rarer species are disproportionately favored on larger islands. 
 
Abstract 
 
The Island Species-Area relationship (ISAR) describes how the number of species increases            
with increasing size of an island (or island-like habitat), and is of fundamental importance in               
island biogeography and conservation. Here, we use a framework based on individual-based            
rarefactions to infer whether ISARs result from random sampling, or whether some process             
are acting beyond sampling (e.g., disproportionate effects and/or habitat heterogeneity).          
Using data on total and relative abundances of four taxa (birds, butterflies, amphibians and              
reptiles) across the Andamans and Nicobar archipelago, we examine how different metrics            
of biodiversity (total species richness, rarefied species richness, and abundance-weighted          
effective numbers of species emphasizing common species) vary with island area. Total            
species richness increased for all taxa, as did rarefied species richness for a given sampling               
effort. This indicates that the ISAR did not result because of random sampling, but that               
instead, species were disproportionately favored on larger islands. For most taxa, this            
disproportionate effect was primarily due to changes in the abundance of rarer species,             
because there was no effect on the abundance-weighted diversity measure for all taxa             
except butterflies. Furthermore, for the two taxa for which we had plot-level data (lizards and               
frogs), within-island β-diversity did not increase with island size, suggesting that           
heterogeneity effects were unlikely to be driving these ISARS. Overall, our results indicate             
that the ISAR of these taxa is most likely because rarer species are more likely to survive                 
and persist beyond that which would have been expected by random sampling alone, and              
emphasizes the role of these larger islands in the preservation and conservation of species. 
 
Keywords: Alpha-diversity, Beta-diversity, Disproportionate effects, Gamma-diversity,      
Heterogeneity, Individual-based rarefaction, Island biogeography, Random sampling,       
Species-area relationship.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
The Island Species-Area relationship (ISAR) describes the relationship between the number           
of species on an island and the area of that island, and has served as a basis for some of                    
the most important theories in biodiversity studies, such as the theory of island biogeography              
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Warren et al. 2015). While the general pattern and shape of               
the ISAR is generally positive and its shape is described by a few key parameters (e.g.,                
Triantis et al. 2012, Matthews et al. 2016), there remains uncertainty about the mechanisms              
underlying the ISAR and how they shape it (e.g., Chase et al. 2019). A deeper               
understanding of these mechanisms will not only provide insight into the processes that             
shape biodiversity and its variation on islands, but will also be important for devising plans               
for conserving biodiversity on islands, which house a disproportionate amount of diversity            
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compared to their land area, but are also disproportionately influenced by human impacts             
and global change (Vitousek et al. 1997, Tershy et al. 2015). 
 
The simplest explanation leading to the positive ISAR is random sampling—where larger            
islands have more individuals and as a result, a higher likelihood of passively sampling more               
species from the regional pool than smaller islands (Connor and McCoy 1979). Coleman             
(1981) provided an analytical approach to evaluate this null model, which Coleman et al.              
(1982) subsequently tested with bird abundances on islands, finding that they did not reject              
the random sampling hypothesis. Indeed, when appropriate data were available, random           
sampling has been implicated in a number of empirical studies of ISAR patterns (e.g., Haila               
1983, Hill et al. 1994, Ouin et al. 2006, Bidwell et al. 2014, Gooriah and Chase in revision),                  
though other studies have rejected the random sampling hypothesis (e.g., Ranta and As             
1982, Bolger et al. 1991, Schoereder et al. 2004, Wang et al. 2010, Xu et al. 2017). 
 
If the random sampling effect is rejected, two classes of biological mechanisms beyond             
random sampling can be invoked. First, island size can disproportionately influence some            
species relative to others (when random sampling is operating, effects are proportional);            
Connor and McCoy (1979) called these ‘area per se’ effects to indicate that island area itself                
influences the relative abundances and likelihood of co-occurrence among species, and           
Chase et al. (2019) more generally called these ‘disproportionate’ effects. One prominent            
mechanism leading to disproportionate effects is the colonization-extinction dynamics         
inherent to MacArthur and Wilson’s (1963, 1967) theory of island biogeography. Likewise,            
population-level processes (Allee-effects or demographic stochasticity), which tend to be          
more pronounced on smaller rather than larger islands, can also lead to disproportionate             
effects.  
 
Second, an increasing number of habitats, or an increase in habitat heterogeneity, with             
island area can also lead to more species on bigger islands (Kohn and Walsh 1994),               
particularly if species require specific or multiple habitat types (Williams, 1964, Hart and             
Horwitz, 1991, Guadagnin and Malchik 2007). However, disentangling disproportionate         
effects from habitat diversity can prove to be quite challenging as they can easily be               
confounded (Connor and McCoy 1979, Gilbert 1980, Boecklen and Gotelli 1984, Kohn and             
Walsh 1994); that is, bigger islands tend to have more diverse habitats (Hortal et al 2009).                
Furthermore, it is possible that area and habitat diversity together can better explain the              
variation of species patterns across islands (Ricklefs and Lovette 1999, Davidar et al. 2001,              
Triantis et al. 2003, Kadmon and Allouche 2007). Even within the same island archipelago, it               
is possible that different mechanisms underlie the response of different taxa to island area,              
depending, for example, on their dispersal capacity. For example, in a study of the ISAR of                
Caribbean islands, Ricklefs and Lovette (1999) suggested that birds were more likely            
responding to area alone, while habitat diversity effects were stronger for butterflies,            
amphibians and reptiles.  
 
In this study, we use previously collected abundance data from four taxa that differ in their                
dispersal capacity—birds, butterflies, frogs and lizards—from the Andaman and Nicobar          
archipelago in the Bay of Bengal to examine the possible mechanisms underlying their             
respective ISARs. For birds and butterflies, we were able to explicitly test the null              
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hypothesis of random sampling against more ecological mechanisms underlying the ISAR of            
these taxa using the individual-based rarefaction framework outlined in Chase et al. (2019).             
For frogs and lizards, we additionally had spatially-explicit plot level data, which allowed us              
to additionally test the potential role of habitat heterogeneity.  
 
Material & Methods 
 
Study site and sampling methods  
 
The Andaman and Nicobar archipelago includes 556 islands, islets and rocks and is made              
up of four large contiguous regions: North, Middle, Baratang and South Andamans forming             
of over 5000 km2 in total area, surrounded by many isolated islands. The forest types across                
islands are diverse, ranging from evergreen forests to deciduous forests and mangroves            
(Champion and Seth, 1968, Davidar et al 2002). Bird and butterfly surveys were carried out               
on 38 and 25 of these islands respectively (varying in size from 0.03 to 1375 km2) in 1992 as                   
part of the studies by Davidar et al. (1996) and Devy et al. (1998); data on the abundances                  
of species from these surveys were previously unpublished (provided here in the Appendix).             
Frog and lizard surveys were carried out on 15 of these islands (varying in size from 0.03 to                  
1375 km2) between 2010-2012 and were previously published by Surendran and Vasudevan            
(2015). 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Map of Andaman island group, the four main regions: North, Middle, Baratang and               
South Andamans. 
 
Transect methods were used to sample forest birds and butterflies (for more details, see              
Davidar et al. 1996, Devy et al. 1998). Bird sampling was conducted between 1992-1994              
during the dry seasons, along 1 km length transects laid within each habitat type on the                
bigger islands. On smaller islands, transects cut through all the habitat types. The number of               
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transects placed increased with the size of that habitat. Butterflies were sampled from             
1992-1994 during the dry seasons. Variable length transects laid in different habitats on             
large islands or across small islands (Devy et al. 1998), where the number and length of                
transects depended on the size of the island. Information on the numbers of individuals from               
each transect was not retained, and so we pooled the total numbers of individuals of all                
species from all transects on a given island for the analyses we present below.  
 
Lizards and frogs were surveyed using bounded quadrats (10 m x 10 m) from November to                
May 2010–2011 and 2011–2012 (for more details, see Surendran and Vasudevan 2015).            
Forty-nine quadrats per taxa were placed in rainforests on relatively flat terrain. The number              
of quadrats sampled was proportional to island size. We used data from 10 islands for frogs,                
and 11 islands for lizards (we removed islands where either no species were recorded or               
where only one quadrat was sampled). Here, sample data retained information on the             
numbers of individuals within each plot, allowing us to calculate patterns of local and              
regional diversity on each island. 
 

Hypotheses and analyses 

We follow the framework for hypotheses and analyses outlined in Chase et al. 2019 for               
untangling the potential mechanisms underlying the ISAR for these groups.  
 
First, we estimated the total number of species on each island, which we refer to as Stotal.                 
Because we did not have independent estimates of Stotal from each island, we combined              
abundance data from all plots and extrapolated that to an estimated number of species using               
the Chao1 estimator (Chao 1984, Hseih et al. 2016); this value should be taken as a                
minimum possible number of species on each island. We then regressed Stotal against island              
size to derive an overall ISAR. While useful as a starting point, the relationship between Stotal                

and island area cannot be used to go further into dissecting the possible mechanisms              
underlying the ISAR relationship.  

Can we reject the null hypothesis of random sampling? We used individual-based            
rarefaction to evaluate whether the ISAR results deviate from random sampling, or if instead              
some biological mechanism can be invoked. This approach, similar to the           
random-placement model of Coleman (1981), uses the individual-based rarefaction curve          
calculated from all of the transects/quadrats taken from each island. From this island-wide             
individual-based rarefaction curve, we can then calculate the numbers of species expected            
for a given number of individuals (n), which we term Sn. These values (Sn) were interpolated                
or extrapolated from the island-wide individual-based rarefaction curves for each island at a             
common number of individuals (n). In this case, we rarefied S to a reference n, which we                 
calculated as the product of two times the minimum total number of individuals found in an                
island per dataset (for more details see Chao et al. 2014). 
 
If there is no relationship between Sn and island size, then we cannot reject the null                
hypothesis that the ISAR results from random sampling alone. Alternatively, if Sn increases             
with island size, we can conclude that there is some other mechanism operating that allows               
more species to co-occur within a given n on larger than smaller islands, which allows us to                 
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reject the null hypothesis of random sampling, and indicates that disproportionate effects            
and/or heterogeneity are playing a role in driving the patterns.  
 
In order to further discern whether any changes in Sn were due to changes in the overall                 
evenness of the community, or rather just changes to the rarest species in the community,               
we calculated a metric of diversity that is primarily sensitive to changes in the most common                
species, but insensitive to rarer species. Specifically, we used the pooled data to estimate              
Hurlbert’s (1971) Probability of Interspecific Encounter (PIE),  
 

IE ) (1 ) P = ( N
N−1 *  −  ∑

S

i=1
p 

 i
2  

where N is the total number of individuals in the entire community, S is the total number of                  
species in the community, and pi is the proportion of each species i. For analyses, we                
convert PIE to an effective number of species, SPIE which is described as the number of                
species that would be observed in a community if all of the species in it were equally                 
abundant (Jost 2006) (SPIE= 1/1-PIE, and is proportional to Simpson’s index; Hill 1973, Jost              
2006). A relationship between SPIE and island area indicates that larger islands have overall              
more even abundance distributions. Alternatively, if Sn increases with island area, but SPIE             
does not vary with island area, then we would conclude that only the rarer species are                
influenced by island area (Chase et al. 2019). 
 
Within-island β-diversity  

A significant relationship between island area and both Sn and SPIE can allow us to reject the                 
null hypothesis of random sampling driving the ISAR, but when these values are calculated              
from pooled data across each island, we cannot differentiate between disproportionate           
effects and heterogeneity. To disentangle the potential influence of heterogeneity, it is            
necessary to compare differences in species composition within islands (i.e, β-diversity) that            
differ in size (Chase et al. 2019). While we only had island-level information on relative               
abundances for the birds and butterflies, we were able to calculate β-diversity measures             
from the frog and lizard data where spatially-explicit plot level data were available. To do so,                
we compared the values of Sn when calculated within a single quadrat with the value of Sn                 
when calculated from the pooled individuals across all plots. The difference between these             
two values indicates the degree to which species are clumped in the landscape (i.e.,              
β-diversity). The same can also be done for SPIE to determine whether the clumping is due                
to more common or rare species. If there is no relationship between either of these               
β-diversity and island size, we can reject the heterogeneity hypothesis, whereas if measures             
of β-diversity increases with island size, we can conclude that heterogeneity plays a role              
underlying the ISAR.  
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Statistical analysis 

We calculated total estimated species richness (Stotal), the rarefied number of species            
expected at a common number of individuals (Sn) and the effective number of species (SPIE)               
using the R package mobr (McGlinn et al. 2019); for lizards and frogs, we calculated these                
from the pooled data across each island, as well as the plot-level data in order to derive                 
β-indices. Code specifically for ISAR analyses are available on GitHub          
https://github.com/LeanaGooriah/ISAR_analysis. For each taxa, we used linear regressions        
to evaluate the relationship between the various diversity indices (Stotal, Sn, SPIE) and island              
size.  
 
Results 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the ISAR relationship for each taxa for each diversity measure and Table               
1 gives the regression coefficients. For all four taxa, total species richness (Stotal) increased              
with island size. Likewise, rarefied species richness, Sn, increased with island size, allowing             
us to reject the null hypothesis of random sampling for each taxa. However, we only found a                 
significant increase of SPIE, which emphasizes changes in the overall evenness of the             
community, with island size for butterflies, but not the other three taxa.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Linear regressions of log-transformed biodiversity metrics against the log of island             
area (km2) for all four taxa. Variables include the total number of species estimated per               
island from the pooled abundance data (Stotal), the number of species expected at a specific               
number of individuals (Sn) and the corresponding effective number of species of the             
probability of interspecific encounter (SPIE). 
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Table 1. Regression models and their estimates of intercept, slope and R2. 
 

Taxa Response lgC  ± SE z ± SE 
 

R2 p-value 

 log Stotal ~ log Area 3.23 ± 0.08 0.14 ± 0.03 0.38 2.42e-059 

Birds log Sn ~ log Area 3.07 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 0.02 0.31 0.0001 

 log SPIE ~ log Area 
 

2.63  ± 0.10 0.05  ± 0.03 0.03 0.15 

 log Stotal ~ log Area 3.04  ± 0.27 0.14  ± 0.06 0.39 0.05 

Butterflies log Sn ~ log Area 2.76 ± 0.23 0.11 ± 0.05 0.29 0.09 

 log SPIE ~ log Area 
 

1.82 ± 0.24 0.17 ± 0.05 0.53 0.02  

 log Stotal ~ log Area 0.64  ± 0.16 0.21 ± 0.03 
 

0.77   0.0002  

Lizards log Sn ~ log Area 0.75 ± 0.15 0.16 ± 0.03 0.67 0.001  

 log SPIE ~ log Area 
 

0.70 ± 0.18 0.07 ± 0.04 
 

0.18 0.10 

 log Stotal ~ log Area      -0.10 ±0.41 0.22 ± 0.08 0.37 0.03 

Frogs log Sn ~ log Area -0.002 ± 0.34 0.16 ± 0.07 0.31 0.05  

 log SPIE ~ log Area 
 

0.44 ± 0.45 0.046 ± 0.08 -0.13 0.62 
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Lizards and frogs 
 

 
Figure 3: Linear regressions of log-transformed variables Sn and SPIE at the  β-scale against 

the log of island area (km2) for frogs and lizards.  
 
For frogs and lizards, we regressed Sn and SPIE measured from individual plots (rather than               
the whole island, as above) against the log of island area and found similar results to the                 
whole-island scale. As a result, we found no difference in either of the β-diversity measures               
(estimated by taking the regional level estimate divided by the plot-level estimate) with             
increasing island size for these two taxa (Figure 3, for all four linear regression lines :                
p-values > 0.1).  
 
Discussion  
 
Our results showed that island size had a positive significant effect on bird, butterfly, frog               
and lizard species richness at the whole island scale (Stotal). This result is not surprising and                
such a positive ISAR is expected as a result of a number of theoretical expectations and is                 
the most frequently observed pattern (e.g., MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Connor and McCoy             
1979, Triantis et al. 2012). However, while significant attention has been paid towards             
describing the shape of this relationship at the whole island scale, it tells us little about the                 
potential underlying mechanisms of the ISAR.  
 
When we dissected the ISARs of these taxa to discern possible underlying mechanisms, we              
found an overall consistent pattern that the island-wide rarefied species richness (Sn)            
increased with island size. This means more species persist for a given number of              
individuals than would be expected from a random sampling effect, thus inferring that             
processes beyond sampling are operating. We used our measure of evenness (the            
Probability of Interspecific Encounter, PIE), which is relatively insensitive to rare species,            
and its conversion to an effective number of species to discern whether any changes in Sn                
were primarily due to an increased probability of rare species persisting beyond sampling             
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expectations on larger islands (in which case, SPIE would not be expected to change), or               
instead due to changes in both rarer and more common species (in which case, SPIE would                
increase with island size). For three taxa (birds, frogs and lizards), Sn increased with island               
size, while SPIE did not. From this, we can infer that it was primarily the rarer species that                  
were able to disproportionately persist on larger rather than smaller islands. This could have              
emerged, for example, because populations on larger islands were more likely to persist by              
avoiding Allee-effects and/or demographic stochasticity (Hanski and Gyllenberg 1993,         
Orrock and Watling 2010), or through the increased likelihood of specialized habitats on             
larger islands (Williams 1964, Kohn and Walsh 1994, Davidar et al. 2001). For butterflies,              
both Sn and SPIE increased with island size, suggesting that not only were rarer species               
disproportionately favored on larger islands, but that entire shape of the relative abundance             
distribution became more even on larger islands. Without further information, we cannot            
explicitly test why butterflies might have differed in their responses to island size compared              
to the other taxa, but might speculate that owing to their larger population sizes and higher                
levels of specialization (especially in the larval stage), they were able to more readily alter               
their relative abundance distributions on larger islands.  
 
Because plot-level data were available for the frogs and lizards, we were able to compare               
the different biodiversity metrics across scales to explicitly test whether habitat           
heterogeneity, which would leave a signature in the derived β-diversity measures, played a             
role in driving the ISARs of these taxa. Perhaps surprisingly given the fact that larger islands                
in this archipelago do have more heterogeneity in habitat types and have a higher proportion               
of wet evergreen forests that support rarer species (Davidar et al. 2001, Yoganand and              
Davidar 2000), we found no influence of island size on β-diversity of these two taxa despite                
the fact that they are relatively poor dispersers (Quinn and Harrison 1988, Cook and Quinn               
1995, Watling and Donnelly 2006). Thus, at least for these taxa, we can conclude that some                
mechanism is allowing rarer species to have a higher probability of persistence on larger              
islands, rather than a mechanism associated with habitat heterogeneity and/or dispersal           
limitation.  
 
While our results point to a strong influence of island size on both the total number of                 
species (Stotal) as well as the numbers of species persisting when the numbers of individuals               
are controlled with rarefaction (Sn), we cannot exclude other variables influencing the            
species diversity relationships other than area. For example, in a study involving plants on              
small islands, Panitsa et al. (2006) found strong island species-area relationships but factors             
such as elevation and the presence of grazing species also explained some of the variance.               
Another important variable influencing island species-area relationships is isolation, that is,           
the distance of islands with regard to each other and the mainland (MacArthur and Wilson               
1967, Kreft et al 2008). Most of the islands included in our analysis and the Andaman island                 
group in general are quite close to the mainland, so isolation may not have been a likely                 
contributing factor in this case.  
 
In conclusion, we found positive ISARs for all four taxa, but no evidence for sampling effects.                
These findings suggest that larger islands are important sources of biodiversity, where more             
species are able to persist than expected from random sampling. Rare species seem to be               
important drivers of the ISAR, suggesting that rare species are more likely to persist on               
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larger islands either due to disproportionate effects or the availability of more diverse             
habitats. Moreover, comparing species composition within islands (i.e., β-diversity) can give           
us additional insight on what drives diversity patterns by allowing us to test for              
disproportionate vs heterogeneity effects. Overall, our results highlight the importance of           
larger islands as sources of rare species. This is especially important in nature conservation              
and planning since smaller islands are usually given higher priority mainly when establishing             
nature reserves. The protection and presence of nature reserves on larger islands could             
therefore be a more effective way of protecting rare species from extinction. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The species-area relationship is one of the most general patterns in ecology, and is one of                
ecology’s oldest laws. One form of the species-area relationship, the Island Species-Area            
relationship (ISAR), describes how the number of species increases with increasing size of             
an island (or island-like habitat). The ISAR and its underlying theories have played an              
important role in understanding biodiversity loss due to habitat fragmentation. However,           
there remains a great deal of confusion surrounding the ISAR and the mechanisms that              
shape it. Here, we synthesize the potential processes underlying the ISAR by applying a              
framework that uses individual-based rarefaction curves to infer whether ISARs result from            
species on small islands being random samples of those found on larger islands, or from               
biological processes (e.g., due to larger islands disproportionately favouring some species or            
habitat heterogeneity). To do so, we collated data from 35 studies on local-scale species              
abundances on oceanic, barrier, lake and forest islands across a wide range of taxa. We find                
that random sampling effects seem to be predominantly driving the ISARs across most of              
the studies (~80%) in our analysis, and that non-oceanic islands are slightly more likely to be                
influenced by random sampling effects. The ISARs of the remaining studies are influenced             
by non-random effects, including habitat heterogeneity or disproportionate effects, where          
there are disproportionately more species on larger rather than smaller islands.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The relationship between species number and area - the species-area relationship - is one              
of the oldest laws in ecology (e.g., Arrhenius 1922, Schoener 1976, Lawton 1999, Lomolino              
2000, Drakare et al. 2006). The island species-area relationship (ISAR) is one of several              
types of SAR (Scheiner 2003) and describes the increase in the number of species              
encountered as island size increases. However, unlike some other types of species-area            
relationships (e.g., nested), the slope of the ISAR is not always positive. In fact, in some                
cases there is no influence of island area on species diversity, or even negative relationships               
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(Kimmerer and Driscoll 2000, Nentwig et al. 2019, Tielens et al. 2019). The ISAR has been                
of central importance in the development of some of the most important concepts and              
theories in biodiversity studies, such as the theory of island biogeography (MacArthur and             
Wilson 1967, Warren et al. 2015), and has even transcended habitat fragmentation research             
(e.g., Fahrig 2003, Laurance 2008, Haddad et al. 2015). Island species-area relationships            
have been observed across vast ranges of taxa, differing in their dispersal abilities, body              
size and habitat requirements, ranging from microbes (Peay et al 2007) to mammals             
(Lomolino 1982). Moreover, positive ISARs have been observed in not only oceanic or ‘true’              
islands (Kreft et al. 2007, Triantis et al. 2012, Matthews et al. 2016), but also in many                 
island-like systems such as lakes (Browne 1981, Hobæk et al. 2002, Shurin et al. 2007),               
habitat islands (Matthews et al. 2014, 2016), mountain tops (Dawson et al. 2016), natural              
forest patches (Lövei et al. 2006, Azeria et al. 2009) and inselbergs (Porembski and Barthlott               
2012). 
 
Despite being one of the most general and well-known patterns in biogeography, the             
mechanisms that underlie the ISAR are still unclear (Chase et al 2019), and there is a lack of                  
consensus on what exactly shapes species patterns on islands (Whittaker and           
Fernandez-Palacios 2007). One of the main reasons for this uncertainty lies in the way              
biodiversity is measured. For example, theories underlying species-area relationships on          
islands were specifically developed to describe the total number of species on islands             
(MacArthur and Wilson 1963, 1967). Yet, a large number of studies that appear to be               
measuring the ISAR are actually quantifying the number of species in a fixed area within an                
island or island-like system, and not the total number of species on that island, and are                
therefore not accurately representing the ISAR. These heterogeneous sampling designs can           
lead to misleading results as data are not consistent or comparable within and across              
studies. This distinction between sampling procedures is particularly important when          
comparing studies in the realm of conservation biology, where the influence of habitat loss              
and fragmentation on biodiversity remains a controversial topic (Haddad et al. 2015, 2017,             
Hanski 2015, Fahrig 2013, 2017).  
 
The ISAR is primarily shaped by three mechanisms (Connor and McCoy 1979): 1) Random              
sampling (also known as the more individuals hypothesis), 2) Disproportionate effects           
(referred to as Area per se by Connor and McCoy 1979) and 3) Habitat heterogeneity. The                
random sampling hypothesis is the simplest mechanism underlying a positive ISAR, where            
larger islands passively sample more individuals from the regional pool and therefore more             
species than smaller islands. Here, one would expect an increase in species richness with              
island area with no change in the relative abundances of species with increasing island size               
(i.e., smaller islands are random samples of larger islands). Second, island size can             
disproportionately influence some species relative to others (as opposed to random           
sampling which is proportional). Prominent mechanisms leading to disproportionate effects          
include colonization-extinction dynamics such as those inherent to MacArthur and Wilson’s           
(1963, 1967) theory of island biogeography. Additionally, population-level processes (e.g.,          
Allee-effects or demographic stochasticity), which tend to be more prominent on smaller            
rather than larger islands, can also lead to disproportionate effects. Finally, an increase in              
the number of habitats, or an increase in habitat heterogeneity, with island area can also               
lead to more species on bigger islands (Kohn and Walsh 1994), particularly when species              
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are habitat-specialists (Williams, 1964, Hart and Horwitz, 1991, Guadagnin and Malchik           
2007). In fact, Tews et al. (2004) suggested that habitat heterogeneity could be the most               
important factor shaping species–area relationships. 
 
Here, we provide a quantitative synthesis of the ISAR by using an individual-based             
rarefaction framework (Chase et al. 2019) that compares how rarefied richness and            
evenness vary with island size. These methods can allow us to explicitly test whether the               
ISAR is a result of random sampling or whether ecological mechanisms (i.e.,.            
disproportionate effects and/or heterogeneity) are driving species patterns on islands. In this            
paper, we synthesize the ISAR, by compiling species abundance datasets on a variety of              
‘true’ islands and natural island-like habitats (barrier islands, lake islands and forest islands)             
across a wide range of taxa (birds, herpetofauna, invertebrates, mammals and plants). Our             
findings suggest that the ISAR is predominantly influenced by random sampling effects. That             
is, in most studies, larger islands simply sample more individuals and therefore more species              
than smaller islands. Moreover, we show that taxa on island-like systems (e.g forest islands,              
lake islands etc…) are more likely to be influenced by sampling effects than those found on                
oceanic islands. 
 
METHODS 
 
Data search  
 
To search for abundance-level data, we used search engines such as Google Scholar, Web              
of Science (WoS) and entered the following keywords : species AND abundance OR survey              
AND islands OR archipelago. We selected studies that reported species abundances for            
multiple taxa within assemblages across islands in an archipelago, forest islands or lake             
islands. Data from some studies were already available either in the article itself or as               
supplementary material. We contacted the corresponding authors for raw abundance data if            
they were not available in the supplementary material. Data were also obtained through data              
requests. We additionally extended our search to data portals such as : DRYAD             
(https://datadryad.org/),KnB (https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/), Figshare (https://figshare.com/)    
using the following keywords : species, abundance, islands and archipelagos.  
 
All data were screened to ensure that they met the following criteria :  
 

1. The islands in the dataset were natural fragments surrounded by water, or natural             
forest patches. In our study, we have four island types: true islands (this includes              
islands in archipelagos and atolls), barrier islands, lake islands and forest islands.  

2. There were more than two islands surveyed in the study. 
3. The studies had recorded relative species abundances.  
4. Sampling methods were consistent within a study.  

 
In total, we compiled 35 datasets (Figure 1) documenting species abundances on oceanic             
islands (22/35), atolls (2/35), barrier islands (3/35), forest islands (4/35) and lake islands             
(4/35). Datasets selected included studies on invertebrates (17/35), birds (7/35),          
herpetofauna (7/35), plants (2/35) and mammals (2/35). The area of the islands were             
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extracted from the respective papers if available. Otherwise, island area was acquired using             
either Google Earth (https://www.google.com/earth/), Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.org/),      
along with other resources (e.g., the literature, data owners). Other characteristics (e.g.,            
elevation, geographic coordinates, sampling effort and methods) of all islands in our study             
were compiled into one dataset for analyses. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1 : A global map of the 35 studies included in the analysis. Point size indicates                 
the number of islands in a dataset, colour indicates focal taxonomic group, and shape              
represents island type. 
 
Estimation of biodiversity parameters from each study 
 
Here, following a framework based on individual-based rarefaction methods (see Chase et            
al. 2019), we used the ‘mobr’ package (McGlinn et al. 2019) to calculate the following               
parameters: 
 
Sn - the number of species expected for a specific number of individuals, n. Here, n (i.e., the                  
reference sample) was taken as the product of two times the minimum number of individuals               
(of all species combined) observed on an island within each dataset (see Chao et al. 2014).  
SPIE - The effective number of species conversion of the probability of interspecific             
encounter (PIE).  
 
Robust estimates of total species richness per island, that is, species lists derived from              
islands that were completely surveyed were not available and we were therefore unable to              
evaluate the relationship between total species richness (Stotal) and island area. We used             
these parameters to test the following questions. 
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Question 1: Can we reject the null hypothesis that the ISAR results from random sampling? 
To evaluate this question, we quantified the relationship of Sn to island area. If we assume                
that the total number of species increases with island area (as is typical; e.g., Triantis et al.                 
2012), no relationship between Sn and island size would indicate that we cannot reject the               
random sampling hypothesis. However, if Sn increases with island size (i.e., the slope             
estimate is greater than zero), we can reject the random sampling hypothesis and we              
conclude that some other mechanism (e.g., disproportionate effects or heterogeneity) is           
driving the ISAR. While we often expect these disproportionate effects to lead to positive              
relationships, Sn can also have a negative relationship with island area, for example, if                
habitats are less heterogeneous or species coexistence is less likely in larger areas.  
 
Question 2 : If there is a non-random sampling effect, what role do rare species play in this                  
relationship? 
To address this question, we used a metric based on the probability of interspecific              
encounter (PIE) (Hurlbert 1971), as a measure of evenness that is equivalent to the slope at                
the base of the rarefaction curve (Olszewski 2004). We convert the PIE into SPIE , the                
effective number of species conversion (see Jost 2006) which is strongly influenced by the              
most common species in a community (and relatively insensitive to rare species). Thus, in              
cases where Sn increases with island size, we can examine the influence of rare species on                
this relationship. If island area has a positive influence on both Sn and SPIE, we would expect                 
both common and rare species to be driving the ISAR. On the other hand, if Sn increases                 
with island area, but SPIE does not change, the observed positive ISAR would largely be a                
result of there being disproportionately more rare species on larger islands.  
 
Statistical analysis 
 
To evaluate the relationship between the biodiversity variables and island area, we fit a              
single hierarchical linear model, where island area was fit as a continuous explanatory             
covariate, and the biodiversity metrics described above, designed to answer our questions            
(i.e., Sn and SPIE), were used as a multivariate response. We log-transformed our response              
variables (Sn and SPIE), and island area was also log-transformed and centered by             
subtracting the mean from each observed island area prior to model fitting. Island area was               
allowed to vary for each study, but was not fit as a non-varying parameter. We chose this                 
model form for two reasons: we did not want the study-level estimates to be pulled back                
(regularized) towards some overall relationship between island area and diversity, and as we             
are most interested in the relationship between island area and diversity within each study.              
Models were fit with 2 chains, 2,000 iterations with 1000 used as a warmup. We used the                 
default, weakly regularising priors for all the parameters. Visual inspection of the chains             
showed excellent convergence, and all Rhat values were less than 1.02 (Gelman et al.              
2013). All analyses were conducted in a Bayesian framework in R (version 3.5.3) using the               
Hamilton Monte Carlo sampler Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017); models were coded using the              
“brms” package (Bürkner 2018).  

 
To visualize the results, we plotted regression lines for each study using intercepts and              
slopes estimated by the model (Fig. 2A and 2B). To examine and separate the hypotheses               
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(random sampling versus disproportionate or heterogeneity effects), we plotted the slopes           
(estimated by our bayesian model) of the relationship between the biodiversity variables (Sn             

and SPIE) and island area, as well as their corresponding lower (2.5%) and upper (97.5%)               
credibility intervals (Fig. 3). If the lower credible value of Sn was not positive or was equal to                  
zero, we can conclude that sampling effects were most likely driving the ISAR. In the cases                
where the lower credible interval of Sn were positive, then some other mechanism             
(disproportionate effects or heterogeneity) is driving the ISAR. For studies where we could             
reject random sampling as the driver of a positive ISAR, if the lower credible value of SPIE                 

was not positive or equal to zero, we can conclude that rare species were strongly               
influencing the ISAR. Whereas, positive lower credible values of SPIE allow us to infer that                
the ISAR was influenced by both common and rare species.  
 
Results  
 

 
  

Figure 2. Panels A and B show model plots for the two variables studied across 35 ISAR                 
studies. 
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Figure 3. Comparisons of slope estimates of Sn and SPIE (colored according to ISAR              
mechanisms) with their corresponding credible intervals.  
 
Figures 2A and 2B show variable relationships between the biodiversity variables (Sn and             
SPIE) and island size slopes among studies, even negative ones. For 27 of the 35 (77%)                
datasets, the slopes of the relationship between Sn and island area were non-significant (i.e.,              
the lower credible interval is less than or equal to zero), indicating that we cannot reject the                 
hypothesis of random sampling effects (Fig. 3). For those studies where Sn increases             
significantly with island size (i.e., the eight remaining studies), five show a significant positive              
relationship between SPIE and island area (labelled as “common and rare species”), and the              
three remaining studies a non-significant relationship between SPIE and island area (labelled            
as “rare species”) (Fig. 3). 
 
 
What other factors could be influencing the observed patterns? (Taxonomic group           
and  island type) 
 
To evaluate whether additional factors could be underlying the patterns observed, we            
grouped posterior samples of the model by taxonomic group and island type (Fig. 4A and               
4B). We divided the taxonomic groups into 6 categories and separated beetles from the              
other invertebrates in our analysis as we had numerous invertebrate datasets (7 out of 17)               
involving beetles. We separated islands into two categories: “True islands”, which are            
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oceanic islands/archipelagos, the remaining islands were grouped into the “Other islands”           
type as they include forest islands, lake islands and barrier islands, which are close to the                
mainland or surrounded by a matrix. We also included atolls in this category since islands               
that make up an atoll are often highly connected.  
 

 

Figure 4. A-B : Posterior density plots (Sn and SPIE) grouped by taxa and island type; Points                  
represent the mean values of the posterior samples, where ▲ = Sn and ✱ = SPIE and the                   
different shadings represent the different quantiles ranging from the 2.5th percentile to the             
97.5th percentile.  
 
Based on the posterior density plots in Figure 4A, the slope estimates of Sn and SPIE have a                  
higher probability of being positive for most taxa except for beetles and herpetofauna, with              
beetles showing a tendency of having negative slope values. In contrast, the study-level             
slopes for island size and Sn tended to be positive for mammals, plants, invertebrates and               
birds. Moreover, the two studies involving plants showed contrasting results (a bimodal            
relationship) for the relationship between island size and Sn . When exploring the differences               
between ‘true’ and other types of islands, we observe a slightly higher probability of positive               
relationship between the variables ( Sn and SPIE) and island size for ‘true’ islands.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The ISAR is one of biogeography’s most well known patterns and yet there remains some               
ambiguity surrounding the mechanisms shaping this pattern. Several previous syntheses          
have addressed ISARs of many taxa across many contexts (conservation, habitat           
fragmentation) and have focused on total species richness at the whole island scale on ‘true               
islands’ (Triantis et al. 2012) and habitat islands (Matthews et al. 2016). In our synthesis, we                
focus on locally measured metrics of biodiversity (rarefied richness and a measure of             
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evenness) to examine the likely mechanisms influencing the ISAR. Our main results show             
that random sampling effects are predominant in ISARs.  
 
Random sampling effects were the main mechanism underlying the ISARs in our analysis,             
meaning that more species occur on larger islands most because larger islands passively             
sample more individuals and therefore record more of the regional pool (i.e., more species)              
than smaller islands. Indeed, random sampling has been previously implicated in a number             
of empirical studies of ISAR patterns (e.g., Haila 1983, Hill et al. 1994, Ouin et al. 2006,                 
Bidwell et al. 2014, Gooriah and Chase 2019). Further, in a review examining the effects of                
habitat fragmentation on plants, Gilaldi et al. 2014 showed that 60% of the studies were               
most likely influenced by sampling effects. While nearly 80% of the studies included in our               
analysis showed random sampling effects, we were able to explore several other aspects             
such as island type and taxa. We found that species on true islands were slightly less likely                 
to be influenced by random sampling effects. This result may be unsurprising as island-like              
systems, such as forest islands, are often less isolated than ‘true’ islands (Itescu 2019), thus               
allowing species to use the matrix around to disperse between islands/natural patches. This             
matrix permeability can contribute to the ‘rescue effect’ (Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977) by             
reducing the likelihood of species going extinct on smaller islands as well as the likelihood of                
having disproportionately fewer species than larger islands, thus leading to random sampling            
effects. Moreover, lake islands, though surrounded by water, are typically closer to the             
mainland as compared to oceanic islands and could also experience a rescue effect through              
colonization of species from the mainland, thus explaining the higher probability of random             
sampling effects occurring on these types of islands. 
 
Perhaps surprisingly, we find that herpetofauna were more likely to be influenced by random              
sampling effects compared to other taxa. This is because herpetofauna tend to have lower              
dispersal rates with specific habitat requirements, whereas we might expect random           
sampling effect among species with greater dispersal ability and can readily use the matrix.              
Amphibians, for instance, tend to have narrow habitat distributions, particularly with respect            
to breeding sites and might be expected to be primarily influenced by habitat heterogeneity              
(Ricklefs & Lovette 1999). One explanation could be that close proximity between islands in              
herpetofauna studies could have led to higher dispersal rates and therefore more even             
communities. Beetles usually have higher dispersal rates, and were also more likely to be              
influenced by random sampling effects. Differences in dispersal traits have been shown to             
highly influence beetle diversity patterns (Zalewski and Ulrich 2006). For instance, Bell et al.              
2017 showed that beetles on lake islands differing in body size and dispersal ability exhibited               
contrasting relationships between diversity and island area and isolation. Larger beetles with            
lower dispersal abilities (i.e., flightless) were more sensitive to changes in island area and              
less sensitive to isolation, while smaller beetles with higher dispersal abilities tended to             
decrease with island area and increase with isolation. The high dispersal abilities of             
macropterous beetles and other invertebrates in our analysis most probably contributed to            
the observation that random sampling effects are more likely to drive the ISARs of beetles               
and other invertebrates.  
 
One study showed negative slopes of the relationship between the variables and island             
area, suggesting that rarefied richness and/or evenness was decreasing with island size.             
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Here, it is possible that some disproportionate effects favor species in smaller islands, such              
as the disruption of interspecific interactions (e.g., via pathogens, predators or competitors).            
It is also possible that heterogeneity was higher in smaller islands (Baldi 2008, Hatteland et               
al. 2008, Nentwig et al. 2019). In such cases, we might expect a weaker or even negative                 
ISAR depending on whether random sampling effects (which are always operating) outweigh            
the disproportionate or heterogeneity effects. Further, it is possible that other factors that             
may be driving species patterns on islands. Typically, isolation is an important factor             
influencing diversity on islands (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Kreft et al. 2008). Moreover,             
island age can also influence species diversity patterns where larger, younger islands tend             
to have had less time for diversification as compared to smaller, older islands. Nevertheless,              
given that we found that ~80% of studies in our analysis show random sampling effects               
across a variety of studies across different taxa and island systems, we conclude that              
random sampling effects are a primary driver of the ISAR. 
 
Using local-scale data and individual-based rarefaction methods provides an important          
advance over previous approaches by allowing a more explicit examination of relative            
influence of random sampling effects versus biological processes underlying the ISAR.           
Though our synthesis shows that random sampling effects are a primary driver of ISAR              
patterns, it evidences the need for a more complete picture of the ISAR. Previous syntheses               
of the ISAR have been hampered by the lack of consensus on how to measure and interpret                 
the ISAR. Therefore, we advocate a more careful consideration of sampling when measuring             
and interpreting ISARs as well as the advantages of using and presenting abundance data              
at multiple scales as they are rarely collected or published. A deeper understanding of what               
exactly drives species patterns on islands could therefore allow us to effectively protect and              
manage biodiversity on islands which are important hotspots of biodiversity.  
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CHAPTER 6
 

SYNTHESIS 
 
 

This dissertation presents several approaches for disentangling the main hypothesized          

mechanisms underlying the Island Species-Area Relationship (ISAR) using individual-based         

rarefaction methods at multiple scales. The application of this framework introduced in            

Chapter 2 is demonstrated in various case studies across a variety of ‘true’ islands and               

island-like systems (e.g., lakes, glades, lake islands, forest patches, atolls and oceanic            

islands) throughout the different chapters of this dissertation, with the main goal being to              

provide an overall data-based synthesis of the ISAR (Chapter 5). Our main findings indicate              

that random sampling effects are predominantly driving the ISARs of ‘true’ islands as well as               

island-like systems (e.g., lakes, forest patches, etc.), suggesting that there is no difference             

between large and small islands other than larger islands passively sample more individuals             

of the regional species pool and therefore more species than smaller islands. 

 

6.1 Addressing the multidimensional nature of biodiversity and its         

scale-dependency 

 
The island species-area relationship (ISAR) is one of the most well-known patterns in             

biogeography. Yet, despite its universality and its importance in the context of habitat loss              

and fragmentation, there remains some ambiguity around the shape of the ISAR and the              

mechanisms underlying it (Scheiner et al. 2011). This uncertainty can be mostly attributed to              

a lack of consensus on how to measure biodiversity. For instance, most studies continue to               

rely on comparisons of only one biodiversity variable, typically species richness, thus            

ignoring other major components such as changes in abundance, composition, and           

community structure that can provide a deeper understanding of the multidimensional nature            
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of species diversity patterns. Therefore, the framework presented in Chapter 2 uses a             

combination of the total numbers of species in a given area as well as the total and relative                  

abundances of those species in that area, and addresses the scale-dependency of            

biodiversity by comparing diversity patterns at different spatial scales. Our approach, using            

rarefied metrics of biodiversity derived at different scales (i.e., from γ- and α-rarefaction             

curves), provides an important advance over previous approaches by allowing for the            

specific examination of the influence of sampling and scale on the ISAR (Chase et al. 2019).                

Further, the use of a variable that accounts for changes in evenness of communities, SPIE,               

the effective number of species of the probability of interspecific encounter (PIE), allows one              

to examine whether the non-random processes driving the ISAR are a result of rare species               

being disproportionately favoured on larger islands, or whether species from the whole of the              

species abundance distribution are altered. Overall, the rarefied and evenness metrics can            

allow us to effectively disentangle the main mechanisms underlying the ISAR. Although the             

framework is used to separate the main hypotheses, it is important to note that they are not                 

mutually exclusive, as two or more mechanisms could be operating simultaneously to            

produce a positive ISAR.  

 

6.2 Summary of findings 

 

First, using case studies with available plot-level and whole-island scale data, we            

demonstrate how the framework presented in Chapter 2 can be used to separate the              

different hypotheses by deriving individual-based rarefaction metrics and an evenness metric           

at different spatial scales. We find that plants in fragmented habitats are influenced by              

random sampling effects, while grasshoppers and lizards in other island systems tend to be              

influenced by non-random mechanisms. We additionally find that rare lizard species are            

disproportionately favoured on larger islands in the Andamans. 

 

Second, considering lakes as islands, we provide another test of this framework in Chapter 3               

by applying it to datasets amassed on zooplankton densities in North American and             

European lakes. Our results indicate that random sampling effects are most likely driving the              

species-area relationship of zooplankton in both North American and European lakes.           

Further, we were able to reject habitat heterogeneity hypothesis when analyzing a subset of              

lakes where multiple samples across the lakes were pooled.  
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Third, we apply the framework to a specific group of islands, the Andaman islands, in               

Chapter 4. Here, we reject the random sampling hypothesis and find that larger islands have               

disproportionately more rare species than smaller islands. These results highlight the           

importance of larger islands as sources of rare species.  

 

And finally, we synthesize patterns across ISAR datasets on species abundances from 35             

island, and island-like, archipelagos. Our main results indicate that random sampling effects            

are predominantly driving the ISAR (~80% of the datasets analysed). Further, species on             

islands such as atolls, lake islands and forest islands were slightly more likely to be               

influenced by sampling effects as compared to species on ‘true’ islands.  

 

With the framework presented here, we provide methods to disentangle the main            

mechanisms underlying the island species-area relationship and emphasize the importance          

of taking into account the influence of both sampling and spatial scale on species diversity               

patterns. Overall, our results tend to show that most ISARs tend to be more influenced by                

sampling effects (Chapters 3 and 5), albeit with some important exceptions (Chapters 2 and              

4).  

 

 6.3 Conservation implications 

 

Throughout the history of biogeography, the island species-area relationship has served as a             

basis for many important theories that played important roles in designing effective            

strategies for conserving biological diversity (Diamond 1975), as well as predicting the            

number of species likely to go extinct as a result of habitat loss. The ISAR inspired the                 

Single Large Or Several Small (SLOSS) debate that was never formally resolved as it was               

impossible to determine a general strategy across different species. Indeed, species           

ecological traits, habitat dependency and resilience to disturbance define how susceptible a            

species is to fragmentation and cannot be limited to one conservation strategy. Habitat loss              

is one of the biggest threats to biodiversity (Pimm et al. 1995, Wilcove et al. 1998, Dirzo and                  

Raven 2003, Pereira et al. 2012), it is therefore important to effectively quantify and predict               

how species patterns will vary as a result of decreasing habitat size. The framework              

presented in this dissertation allows the non-confounding comparisons of studies across           

different island systems and taxa. Insights gained from Chapter 4, for example, showed the              
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importance of preserving larger islands in the Andaman archipelago, when it is common             

practice to turn smaller islands into natural reserves (Davidar et al. 1995).  

 

6.4 Limitations 

 

Although the methods used throughout this dissertation allow us to separate the main             

hypothesized mechanisms, it is limited with respect to other factors that may be influencing              

species diversity on islands. Isolation, for instance, is an important variable in island             

biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Kreft et al. 2008) and could have a significant              

influence on species diversity patterns on islands. In addition, island age can also be an               

important factor when examining volcanic archipelagos, as larger islands tend to be younger             

and therefore have had less time for diversification than smaller, older islands (Whittaker et              

al. 2008, Gillespie and Baldwin 2010). Moreover, islands differ across a number of             

environmental and biological attributes (elevation, climate, etc.), all of which can interact with             

island area. However, the metrics used throughout this dissertation can also be analyzed in              

more complex models that include other possible variables than we have presented in the              

chapters of this dissertation. Another limitation is that our approach relies on estimates of              

relative abundances of species, therefore assuming that sampling strategies can effectively           

detect individuals of each species. However, it can be quite challenging to enumerate             

individuals of certain species, especially when individuals can be clonal.  

6.5 Recommendations for future research 

 

As we stressed previously, it is important to report how species richness is sampled to               

effectively compare studies that quantify the ISAR in various ways. Similarly, many others             

have called for a more careful consideration of sampling when measuring and interpreting             

ISARs (Hill et al. 1994, Schroeder et al. 2004, Yaacobi et al. 2007, Giladi et al. 2011, 2014,                  

Sfenthourakis and Panitsa 2012, Karger et al. 2014). Accounting for differences in sampling             

strategies across studies is especially important in the realm of conservation biology, where             

the influence of habitat loss and fragmentation on biodiversity is often controversial (e.g.,             

Haddad et al. 2015, 2017, Hanski 2015, Fahrig 2013, 2017). We recommend collecting and              

reporting abundance data from standardized plots at multiple scales. Although it requires            

more effort (i.e., sampling spatially explicit data of total and relative abundances of species),              

we emphasize that the additional data could provide a much deeper understanding of the              
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potential processes underlying the ISAR. It is also important to note that our approach is only                

observational and that in order to effectively test the framework one would have to apply it to                 

groups of islands that vary naturally in size and heterogeneity levels (Nilsson et al. 1988,               

Ricklefs and Lovette 1999, etc.). Moreover, manipulative experiments where one can directly            

alter island size and/or heterogeneity could also be used to more specifically tease apart the               

different hypotheses. 

 

6.6 Final remarks 

 

The ISAR framework presented here emerges as a novel framework that accounts for the              

multidimensionality and scale-dependency of biodiversity. It can be used to gain a deeper             

understanding of what exactly shapes the ISARs on islands and island-like habitats. This             

dissertation specifically addresses the importance of accounting for differences in sampling           

strategies when measuring and interpreting the ISAR. Finally, insights gained from this work             

can be used in different contexts, including habitat loss and fragmentation (understanding            

how species patterns change when fragments become smaller) and conservation biology           

(predicting which species will be more susceptible to extinction). Overall, our results indicate             

the importance of sampling scale and the use of multiple biodiversity measures when             

examining species patterns, as well as a need for future research by means of experimental               

studies to further test the hypotheses. In addition, the various chapters of this dissertation              

contribute towards building a consensus on how to measure and interpret island            

species-area relationships. Finally, the findings from the synthesis in Chapter 5 brings us             

one step closer to understanding what drives species patterns on islands or island-like             

habitats.  
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APPENDIX 

A. Supplementary material for chapter 3 

Table S1 Regression models for lakes with environmental variables (128 European lakes and 109 North American lakes). 

 
Continent 

 
Model 

 
Estimate 

 
     SE 

 
  t 

 
p-value 

 
North America 

 
 

 
log Sn ~ log Area +log N + log P + … 

 
Intercept 
log(Area) 

log(N) 
log(P) 

log((max_depth) 
log(Temperature) 

log(Chl a) 
log(pH) 

 
 

 
2.16 

-0.008 
0.063 
0.001 
0.06 
-0.27 
-0.019 
-0.034 

 
 

 
0.965 
0.024 
0.077 
0.059 
0.078 
0.179 
0.047 
0.328 

 

 
 

 
2.24 

-0.340 
0.82 

0.030 
0.792 
-1.507 
-0.409 
-0.105  

 

 
 

 
0.02 
0.73  
0.41 
0.97 
0.43 
0.13 
0.68 
0.92 

North America  log SPIE ~ log Area +log N + log P + …  
 

Intercept 
log(Area) 

log(N) 
log(P)  

log(max_depth) 
log(Temperature) 

log(Chl a) 
log(pH) 

 

 
 

 1.80 
-0.02 
-0.08 
-0.008 
0.064 
0.095 
0.061 
-0.21 

 
 

0.89 
0.023 
0.071 
0.054 
0.072 
0.165 
0.044 
0.302 

 
 

2.01 
-0.92 
-1.08 
-0.15 
0.90 
0.58 
1.39 
-0.70 

 
 

0.046 
0.36 
0.28 
0.88 
0.37 
0.56 
0.17 
0.49 

      

Europe   log Sn~ log Area +log N + log P + ... 
 

Intercept 
log Area 
log(P) 
log(N) 

log(max_depth) 
log(lake_volume) 

log(Chla) 
 

 
 
      -1.24 

0.10 
0.15 
0.31 
0.26 
-0.15 
-0.18 

 
 

2.14 
 0.24 
0.24 
0.22 
0.29 
0.23 
0.18 

 
 
 -0.58 
  0.45 
  0.62 
  1.41 
  0.88 
 -0.62 
 -1.02 

 
 

0.57 
0.66 
0.54 
0.17 
0.39 
0.54 
0.32 

Europe  
 

log SPIE ~ log Area +log N + log P + ... 
 

Intercept 
log Area 
log(P) 
log(N) 

log(max_depth) 
log(lake_volume) 

log(Chla) 
 

 
 

-4.96  
0.42 
-0.01 
0.39 
0.72 
-0.38 
0.04 

 

 
 

3.14 
0.35 
0.35 
0.32 
0.43 
0.35 
0.26 

 
 
 -1.58 

1.19 
-0.03 
1.21 
1.68 

 -1.09 
  0.17 

 
 

0.13 
0.25 
0.97 
0.24 
0.11 
0.29 
0.87 
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